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What is joint Attention?
Significance of JA in music education
Assessment with AQR-Tool in music therapy
Video examples of the AQR method
Consequences

Joint attention
The coordinated attention of two or more people to
the same, intentionally focused object, event, or idea.
“Joint attention refers to the child's ability to
simultaneously focus its attention on a social partner
and an object or event.” (Morales et al. 2000)
“Joint attention is also seen as a triadic interaction
between adult, child and object.” (Kaplan & Hafner, 2006)
“Joint attention is a means by which infants learn from the adult how to
attend to the world to begin with, both in terms of when and what they
attend to, as well as which properties of that object they are interested in.
The way we attend to objects and people then fundamentally shapes the
way we experience them.” (Cochrane 2009)

Joint attention as prerequisite for
learning

• Joint attention skills as a basis for social
interaction
• Basic pedagogical strategies like imitation,
initiation, dialogue

Joint attention (JA) in group sessions

- Which participants have JA, when, how often and in which
activities?
- Which participant can profit from which type of activity?
- What makes a particular child alert and captures her/her interest?

Assessment of the Quality of
Relationship (AQR-Tool)
* developed for music therapy (especially autism)
by Karin Schumacher and Claudine Calvet
* A tool founded in developmental psychology that works in the sense of rating scales or
observation fields for the analysis of video material from music therapy with regard to
the assessment of the quality of relationship of the persons involved (child and
therapist).
* The AQR-Tool focuses on the way how relationships
* to oneself (body and voice),
* to objects (music instruments) and
* to others (the music therapist)
are built.

* With the aid of specific characteristics the quality of this ability for relating can be
assessed and therefore determined in a comprehensive way.
* Observation through microanalysis of videographed situations.

Qualities of Relationship

* Perception ability / openness
* Communication ability / dialogue
* Affect regulation / emotions
* Experience of oneself
* Experience of the other
* Joint attention
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Main features
Specific characteristics of modus 0-6
Schumacher, Calvet & Reimer 2013, S. 36

Qualities of Relationship – 7 modi
The respective quality of relationship of each scale can be represented
by 7 so-called modes (increasing in the ability to relate):

CHILD

THERAPIST

Ø modus 6
Ø modus 5

joint experience / interaffectivity
relationship to another / interactivity

playing, connecting, fun
musical answering and asking

Ø modus 4
Ø modus 3

contact to another / intersubjectivity
contact to oneself / self-awareness

emerge as a person
making aware

Ø modus 2
Ø modus 1
Ø modus 0

functionalizing contact
sensory contact / contact-reaction
lack of contact / contact rejection

affect attunement
intermodal sensory connection
surrounding

AQR in therapy and pedagogy
Target group
Music therapy
interventions

Music therapy

(Inclusive) music
making in schools
& music schools

Pedagogical
methods

Modus 0 - 2

Modus 0 - 4/5

Modus 5 - 6

Music pedagogy
Level of disturbance/disability
= child‘s ability to relate

Adapted from: Schäfer,H (2011): Anwendungsbereiche der Musiktherapie an öffentlichen Musikschulen.
Master thesis. UdK Berlin.

Examples from musictherapy

* Mode 1 – sensory contact
* IQR (Monochord) & TQR

* Mode 4 – contact to another
* PEQR & TQR

First glances on inclusive music and
dance lessons
* Mixed abilities and ages music and dance group
* Educational group for students in elemental music and dance
pedagogy at the Orff Institute of University Mozarteum Salzburg
* Aims:
• Music and movement experience, experience of oneself
* Age: between 7 and 14 years
* different disabilities
* Instructions by 2 students
* Group situation – focus on one child

Establishing and maintaining
Joint Attention may involve:
-

Actions / movement (with/without physical contact)
Object (play material, toy or instrument as object)
Instrument (as a music instrument)
Sound: music or sounds (played live or recorded)
Pauses

Consequences for group sessions
Observing:
When can Joint Attention be observed, how often and in which
activities and under which conditions?
Methods:
finding and using different methods types, action forms and
activities
Focussing on one child with little or no joint attention

Final thoughts
Establishing Joint attention between adult and child: needs
empathy for the emotional state of the child/client.
The emotional foundation: the adult empathizes and shares the
child‘s interest
This emotional foundation is the motor that enables the child to
turn outward (towards an action, object or person)
Discovering and observing what awakens the child‘s interest

Thank you for your attention!
Questions and further information:

erik.esterbauer@moz.ac.at
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